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LCG Grid Deployment Board Meeting 

 
 

Meeting Summary 
 

December 6 GDB meeting @CERN 

 

Introduction (Kors Bos) 
On the search committee for the next GDB chair are Gonzalo  Merino (PIC),  Ruth 
Pordes (FNAL) and Jeff Templon (NIKHEF).  
 
Markus Schultz explains the situation around the builds of the middleware on SL4. The 
fall back solution was take for the WN code: SL3 code on VDT1.2 on SL4. This is now 
out on the PPS and the experiments are encouraged to test it. The same fall back solution 
may be needed for the UI. It was shortly discussed to drop the network server. To be 
decided in the next TCG. 
 
The Storage Classes Working Group will continue and extend its charter to also discuss 
data access. This was needed to better understand how to implement storage systems at 
the sites that fulfil all requirements from the experiments. Therfore the group needs to be 
enlarged with a few more people and a new chairperson has to be found. 

MegaTable (Chris Eck) 
The discussion of the previous day were summarised. The different approaches by the 
experiments of presenting the numbers have become clear and understood. No site has 
officially protested against those requirements. Peak vs. average data transfer rate is still 
not understood completely. A small body of network experts now has to look at those 
numbers and interpret them. 

VOMRS (Ian Bird) 
If the ‘generalised attributes’ as required by ATLAS and LHCb are to be supported they 
need to be implemented coherently in voms-admin which is developed by INFN and 
VOMRS which comes from FNAL. Ian and Ruth agreed on a procedure that guarantees 
this. 

Security (Dave Kelsey) 
Ian Neilson steps down as LCG security officer. Romain Wartel will be the new EGEE 
security officer and Dave Kelsey will be LCG security coordinator. It was felt that the 
security operational task ought to be part of EGEE and not of WLCG. Requirements from 
the JSPG to the International Grid Trust Federation IGTF were discussed. The top-level 
security policy doc will be discussed in January GDB and decided in the Feb. The Site 
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Operational Procedure Doc has improved and will be distributed to be approved in the 
Jan. GDB. 

SAM tests on LCG (Piotr Nyczyk) 
The LCG tests as well as the algorithm to decide if a site is up or down were presented. A 
request was made to make it easy for sites to see the individual tests on their set-up and 
being able to drill down to the hart of the problem. The framework for VO specific tests 
is also available and is beginning to be used by some VOs. To reach all WNs job wrapper 
tests were introduced. 

SAM tests on OSG (Ruth Pordes) 
Not all SAM tests in Europe are needed for US-ATLAS and US-CMS. If agreement can 
be found on semantics and metrics OSG tests can fill the SAM database with comparable 
info from US sites. One test will be selected to test the whole procedure. 

Pilot Jobs (Jeff Templon) 
What we agreed at the GDB and in a subsequent email discussion about pilot jobs: 
 

1. We agree to actively try to dispel confusion about pilot jobs. Pilot jobs are not 
necessarily equal to SUID binaries on worker nodes, nor denial of service attacks 
on CEs, nor CPU-time-escapers. Certain classes of pilot jobs have these 
properties, others do not. 

 
2. We agree that "single user, single payload" pilot jobs are identical in almost all 

respects to plain vanilla grid jobs and are hence "OK". 
 

3. We agree that "single user, multiple payload" pilot jobs are "OK", but we will try 
to educate sites and VOs about the consequences of this; namely that running 
these jobs on a multi-VO infrastructure will require either semi-dedicated 
resources, or a relationship between #job slots and maximum time ... both of these 
are aimed at keeping the core rollover time sufficiently low. 

 
4. We agree that wLCG sees the need for both methods of job prioritization: 

multiple-user pilot jobs, and the "EGEE JPWG" method; the relevant EGEE 
bodies (SA3 / JRA1) are requested to do what is necessary to support both (e.g. 
development, certification and packaging of frameworks like glexec ...) 

 
5. We agree that users may run MUPJ frameworks only if they have been specially 

authorized to do so by the VO, making use of the VOMS mechanism.  We also 
agree that all VOs should use the same role name for this authorization. 

 
6. We agree that the JSPG should define a service AUP, or a service extension to 

one of the existing AUPs between VOs and the grid infrastructure, that deals with 
a user / VO providing a service like a MUPJ framework.  This AUP will define 
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• the responsibilities of both parties 
• the liabilities of both parties 
• the signatories of the agreement. 

 
7. We did not yet agree, but agreed to discuss, the appropriate ways that sites can 

obtain residual checks on the user identities, for the purposes of debugging and of 
proving due diligence. Alternatives suggested were 

• signed JDLs 
• glexec on WN solution with or without SUID bit 
• there may be others. 

 
8. We recognize that we cannot require all sites to run MUPJs, there should be some 

technical solution that allows such jobs to be routed to only the sites agreeing to 
do so.   

 
Note for point 8:  
If there is a specific VOMS role associated with ability to run MUPJ frameworks, a 
natural solution is to submit only to queues advertising the corresponding FQAN in a 
AccessControlBaseRule. 
 
Definitions: 
Single user single payload pilot jobs: a user has a repository of her own jobs, submits grid 
"shell" jobs with her own DN, which proceed to pull single tasks from this repository, 
execute them, and then exit. 
 
Single user multiple payload pilot jobs: same as above, except that multiple tasks may be 
pulled from the task repository during the lifetime of a single grid "shell" 
 
Multiple-user pilot jobs: the task repository contains tasks that were deposited by a user 
different than the one whose certificate is used to submit the grid shell jobs. 
 

Accounting (John Gordon) 
Progress on storage accounting was presented. Resources and time interval can be 
selected and disk and tape storage usage be displayed. A first demo (screenshots) was 
also showed of user-level accounting and the 5 actors in this processed were discussed. It 
was stated once more that APEL and the GOC Database form the LCG accounting tools. 
Sites choosing for other local solutions than APEL sensors are responsible for filling the 
database records into the GOCDB.  

Not everything that was presented during the meeting is listed here. For a more complete 
report the official minutes should be consulted. They will be on the agenda page soon. 
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